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A B S T R A C T 

Planets between 1 and 4 R ⊕ (Earth radius) with orbital periods < 100 d are strikingly common. The migration model proposes 
that super-Earths migrate inwards and pile up at the disc inner edge in chains of mean motion resonances. After gas disc dispersal, 
simulations show that super -Earth’s gra vitational interactions can naturally break their resonant configuration leading to a late 
phase of giant impacts. The instability phase is key to matching the orbital spacing of observed systems. Yet, most previous 
simulations have modelled collisions as perfect accretion events, ignoring fragmentation. In this work, we investigate the impact 
of imperfect accretion on the ‘breaking the chains’ scenario. We performed N -body simulations starting from distributions of 
planetary embryos and modelling the effects of pebble accretion and migration in the gas disc. Our simulations also follow 

the long-term dynamical evolution of super-Earths after the gas disc dissipation. We compared the results of simulations 
where collisions are treated as perfect merging events with those where imperfect accretion and fragmentation are allowed. 
We concluded that the perfect accretion is a suitable approximation in this regime, from a dynamical point of view. Although 

fragmentation events are common, only ∼10 per cent of the system mass is fragmented during a typical ‘late instability phase’, 
with fragments being mostly reacreted by surviving planets. This limited total mass in fragments pro v ed to be insufficient to 

alter qualitatively the final system dynamical configuration – e.g. promote strong dynamical friction or residual migration –
compared to simulations where fragmentation is neglected. 

Key words: protoplanetary discs – planets and satellites: formation. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

lanets with sizes between those of Earth (1 R ⊕) and Neptune
4 R ⊕) – usually referred to as super-Earths (or mini-Neptunes) – are
emarkably common around other stars. At least ∼30–50 per cent of
he FGK spectral-type stars host super-Earths with orbital periods
horter than 100 d (Mayor et al. 2011 ; Howard et al. 2012 ; Fressin
t al. 2013 ; Marcy et al. 2014 ; Mulders et al. 2018 ). Mercury –
he innermost Solar system planet – has an orbital period of 88 d.

ost observed super-Earths orbit their respective stars at orbits
elatively closer than Mercury’s orbit around the Sun. The high
evel of stellar irradiation that these planets receive from their parent
tars has led these planets to be called ‘hot’ super-Earths (or hot
ini-Neptunes). Given their apparent ordinariness and astonishing

rbital configuration compared to Solar system planets, the origins
f hot super-Earths are today an intense area of research. Models
or the formation of hot super-Earths come in two fla v ours. In one
chool of thought, hot super-Earths are believed to have reached
 E-mail: leandro.esteves@unesp.br (LE); izidoro.costa@gmail.com (AI) 

(  

T  

l  

Pub
he innermost regions of the disc via gas-driven migration as they
row during the gas disc phase (e.g. Terquem & Papaloizou 2007 ;
da & Lin 2008 ; Raymond, Barnes & Mandell 2008 ; Coleman &
elson 2014 ; Cossou et al. 2014 ; Izidoro et al. 2017 ). In the second

chool of thought, super-Earths are believed to have formed ‘ in situ ’
nd without experiencing gas-driven radial migration (e.g. Raymond
t al. 2008 ; Hansen 2014 ; Lee, Chiang & Ormel 2014 ; Ogihara,
orbidelli & Guillot 2015 ). 
In this work, we model the formation of hot super-Earth systems in

he context of the migration model. For a detailed discussion on why
uper-Earths are very unlikely to have completely avoided migration
nd formed ‘ in situ ’, see Izidoro et al. ( 2021a ). 

The migration model for the origins of hot super-Earths proposes
hat super-Earth migrated inwards during the gas disc phase due
o the planet–disc gravitational interactions (Terquem & Papaloizou
007 ; Raymond et al. 2008 ; Ida & Lin 2010 ; McNeil & Nelson
010 ). Super-Earths migrating inwards are not necessarily engulfed
y the young star but most likely trapped at the gas disc inner edge
Masset et al. 2006 ; Romanova & Lovelace 2006 ; Flock et al. 2019 ).
his dynamical evolution tends to produce long chains of planets

ocked in mean motion resonances anchored at the disc inner edge
© 2021 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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Ogihara & Ida 2009 ; Cossou et al. 2014 ; Izidoro et al. 2017 , 2021a ;
gihara et al. 2018 ; Carrera, Ford & Izidoro 2019 ; Lambrechts et al.
019 ). Planet–disc gravitational interaction effects damp planets’ 
rbital inclinations and eccentricities (Cresswell & Nelson 2008 ; 
itsch & Kley 2010 , 2011 ; Fendyke & Nelson 2014 ). As the gas
isc dissipates, damping of orbital inclination and eccentricities 
ecomes less efficient and eventually vanishes when the gas is 
ully dispersed. Numerical simulations show that the subsequent 
volution of resonant chains bifurcates into two categories. In the 
rst one, super-Earth systems remain dynamically stable preserving 

heir pristine resonance state for billion of years (Esteves et al. 
020 ). In the second category, resonant chains become dynamically 
nstable – typically at the very end or just after the gas disc
ispersal ( � 100 Myr). Late dynamical instabilities break resonances 
nd lead to orbital crossing and giant impacts (Izidoro et al. 2017 ,
021a ). Systems that hav e e xperienced the late instability phase are
ypically referred to as ‘unstable’. These planetary systems tend to 
e dynamically spread (non-resonant) with planets having relatively 
arger mutual orbital inclinations and eccentricities. On the contrary, 
stable’ systems tend to have planets with very low eccentricity and 
nclination. 

Numerical simulations show that the migration model matches 
airly well the period ratio distribution of observed super-Earths when 
 95–99 per cent of resonant chains become dynamically unstable 

Izidoro et al. 2017 , 2021a ) and � 5–1 per cent remain stable. We
efer to this as the ‘breaking the chains’ (BTC) scenario. This
odel also predicts that most observed planetary systems showing 

ingle transit super-Earths are in fact multiplanet systems ( N ≥
). About ∼80 per cent of the observed stars hosting hot super-
arths show a single transiting planet, whereas only ∼20 per cent 
f the systems come with multiple transiting planets. This result is
nown as the Kepler ’s dichotomy (Johansen et al. 2012 ). The BTC
cenario suggests that the Kepler ’s dichotomy is a consequence of
bservational bias (Izidoro et al. 2017 , 2021a ) and that most single
ransiting planets are not truly single. Simulated transit observations 
ixing a fraction of < 5 per cent stable and > 95 per cent unstable

ystems (fractions that produce a good match to the observed period 
atio distribution of super-Earths) produce also a decent match to 
he Kepler planet multiplicity distribution and dichotomy (Izidoro 
t al. 2017 , 2021a ). The low mutual orbital inclination of planets in
table systems tends to fa v our the detection of multiple transiting
lanets if the observer is well aligned with the planets’ (‘common’)
rbital plane. Unstable systems, in contrast, tend to have planets with 
elatively larger mutual orbital inclinations that make them more 
ikely to be missed by transit observations. This naturally enhances 
he number systems showing single transiting planets. 

Although the BTC scenario provides an appealing framework to 
xplain the origin of hot super-Earth system, it remains elusive how 

he simplistic treatment of impacts adopted in previous simulations 
nfluences the main results of the model. So far, all simulations in the
ontext of the BTC scenario were performed modelling collisions 
s perfect merging events where mass and linear momentum are 
onserved (Izidoro et al. 2017 , 2021a ). Collisional fragmentation 
as been proposed to lead to self-destruction of hot super-Earth 
ystems (Volk & Gladman 2015 ). This hypothesis seems to conflict 
ith the results of numerical simulations showing successful plan- 

tary growth in regions as close as 0.04 au from the star (Wallace,
remaine & Chambers 2017 ). One real possibility, ho we ver, is that
ragments produced via impacts have the chance to interact with 
he final planets and extract them from mean motion resonances 
nd/or damp their orbital eccentricity and inclinations (e.g. Chat- 
erjee & Ford 2015 ). These effects could strongly alter the final
ynamical architecture of planetary systems (e.g. masses, resonant 
onfiguration, number of planets, etc.) and how the migration model 
atches observations. The main goal of this paper is to revisit the
TC scenario using a more realistic treatment for impacts. We use
 -body numerical simulations to model planetary growth via pebble 
ccretion, gas-driven migration, and the long-term evolution of hot 
uper-Earths. This work builds on previous studies (Bitsch et al. 
019 ; Lambrechts et al. 2019 ; Izidoro et al. 2021a ). We compare
he results of simulations where we model collisions using semi- 
nalytical prescriptions calibrated from the output of hydrodynamical 
imulations (Leinhardt & Stewart 2012 ; Stewart & Leinhardt 2012 )
ith the results of simulations where collisions are modelled as 
erfect merging events. We discuss the importance of considering 
mperfect accretion when modelling the formation of hot super- 
arths. 
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we present our
ethods, the collision treatment algorithm, and simulation set-up. 

n Section 3, we show the results of representative simulations. In
ection 4, we present a statistical analysis comparing the results 
f simulations where the effects of collisional fragmentation are 
ccounted for and those where it is neglected. In Section 5, we
iscuss about the dust production and mantle-erosive collisions in 
ur simulations. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss our model, results,
nd main conclusions. 

 M E T H O D S  

ur N -body simulations were performed using a new version of
he MERCURY-FLINTSTONE code (Bitsch et al. 2019 ; Izidoro et al.
021a ). MERCURY-FLINTSTONE is a modified version of MERCURY 

 -body integrator package (Chambers 1999 ) that includes routines 
edicated to model gas disc evolution, planet migration, gas tidal 
amping of inclination/eccentricity, gas-assisted pebble accretion, 
nd gas accretion (for a detailed description of these routines, see
itsch et al. 2019 ; Izidoro et al. 2021a ). In this work, we have
dded a new feature to MERCURY-FLINTSTONE . We have upgraded the
implistic treatment of collisions used in the code – where collisions 
re al w ays assumed to result in perfect merging ev ents. We hav e
mplemented into our code a prescription to resolve collisions based 
n the outcome of impact hydrodynamical simulations (Leinhardt & 

tewart 2012 ). Collisions in MERCURY-FLINTSTONE can now result 
n bouncing, fragmentation, and accretion. All our simulations were 
erformed using the hybrid-sympletic integrator (Chambers 1999 ). 

.1 Collision model 

ERCURY-FLINTSTONE uses the same algorithm of the regular MER- 
URY to identify collisions. At every time-step it checks if the distance
etween any two bodies is smaller than the sum of their physical
adius. When this condition is matched, a collision is flagged to be
esolved. One of the caveats of this approach is that a collision may
e identified when colliding bodies have already largely o v erlapping
hysical radii. In this situation, to properly resolve the collision, we
eed to restore the dynamical state of the colliding bodies to the
ery moment when they ‘touch’ each other. We account for this
ssue by integrating the motion of the colliding bodies back in time.

e use a three-body approximation (sun and colliding bodies) and 
he Bulirsch–Stoer integration algorithm with accuracy parameter 
et to 10 −15 , which ensures a small time-step. We stop this reversal
ntegration at the first time-step when the distance between the bodies
ecomes larger than their combined physical radius. We use the 
MNRAS 509, 2856–2868 (2022) 
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ynamical state of colliding bodies at this specific instant to resolve
he collisions as described below. 

Following Leinhardt & Stewart ( 2012 ), we define the more massive
ody involved in a collision as ‘target’ (thereafter use the subscript
) while the less massive planetary body is referred to as ‘projectile’
thereafter we use the subscript p). M t and M p represent the masses of
he target and projectile, respectively. R t and R p are their respective
hysical radius. V imp is their impact velocity, Q is the impact energy,
 is the impact parameter given by b = sin( θ ), where θ is the impact
ngle. b crit represents the critical impact parameter that sets the
hreshold between grazing ( b > b crit ) and non-grazing ( b < b crit )
ollisions. M int is the interacting total mass, Q 

′∗
RD is the critical

mpact energy, and Q 

† ∗
RD is the critical impact energy of the reverse

mpact [we refer the reader to Leinhardt & Stewart ( 2012 ) for detailed
escription of these quantities]. 
Following Leinhardt & Stewart ( 2012 ), we express the outcome

f a collision in terms of (i) the largest (most massive) remnant
bject; (ii) the second largest remnant object; and (iii) a population
f relatively smaller fragments. We also classify impacts in different
egimes: (i) perfect merge; (ii) supercatastrophic; (iii) partial erosion;
iv) partial accretion; (vi) erosive hit-and-run; (vii) graze-and-merge;
nd (viii) pure hit-and-run. For each impact category, we describe
ow we calculate the masses of the largest and second largest
emnants, and respective smaller fragments. We refer to the largest
nd second largest remnant using the subscripts LR and SLR,
espectively (e.g. M lr is largest remnant mass). In our model, mass
s al w ays conserved when we resolve collisions, i.e. M t + M p =
 lr + M slr + M frag = M tot , where M frag represents the total mass in

ragments. We start by describing impact regimes within the non-
razing category ( b < b crit ). 

(i) Perfect merge regime: If V imp < V α,esc , where V α,esc is the
urface escape velocity of the interacting mass ( M int ), given by 

 α, esc = 

√ 

2 GM int / ( R t + R p ) . (1) 

n the perfect merge regime, M lr = M t + M p , M slr = 0 and M frag = 0.
(ii) Super catastr ophic r egime: If V imp ≥ V sc , where V sc is the

upercatastrophic critical velocity expressed in terms of the super-
atastrophic disruption energy Q sc = 1 . 8 Q 

′∗
RD , collision combined

ass M tot = M t + M p and reduced mass μ = M t M p / M tot , defined as 

 sc = 

√ 

2 Q sc M tot /μ. (2) 

he supercatastrophic regime corresponds to the case where frag-
entation takes place and the largest remnant receives less than

0 per cent of the impact combined mass. The mass of the largest
emnant is calculated as 

 lr = 0 . 1 M tot 

(
Q 

1 . 8 Q 

′∗
RD 

)−3 / 2 

. (3) 

(iii) Partial erosion regime: If V imp ≥ V ero , where V ero is the
rosive critical velocity expressed as 

 ero = 

√ 

2 Q ero M tot /μ, (4) 

ith the critical erosive energy set Q ero = Q 

′∗
RD 

(
2 M p 

M tot 

)
. The mass of

he largest remnant is given as 

 lr = M tot 

(
1 − Q 

2 Q 

′∗
RD 

)
. (5) 

(iv) Partial accretion regime: If b < b crit and V imp < V ero . 
he transition between the erosion and accretion regimes occurs
hen the largest remnant mass becomes smaller than the initial target
NRAS 509, 2856–2868 (2022) 
ass. As in the previous regime, 

 lr = M tot 

(
1 − Q 

2 Q 

′∗
RD 

)
. (6) 

or grazing impacts ( b > b crit ), the following regimes can be defined:
(v) Super catastr ophic hit-and-run regime: If V imp ≥ V 

† 
sc , where

 

† 
sc is the supercatastrophic critical velocity of the reverse impact
efined as 

 

† 
sc = 

√ 

2 Q 

† 
sc M int /μint . (7) 

int is the interacting reduced mass. Q 

† 
sc = 1 . 8 Q 

† ∗
RD defines the

ritical impact energy for an impact where the largest remnant from
he projectile receives less than 10 per cent of the interacting total

ass ( M int ). In this case, M lr = M t (fragmentation occurs only for
he projectile). 

(vi) Erosi v e hit-and-run regime: If V imp ≥ V 

† 
ero , where V 

† 
ero is the

rosive critical velocity of the reverse impact given by 

 

† 
ero = 

√ 

2 Q 

† 
ero M int /μ, (8) 

here the critical erosive impact energy is Q 

† 
ero = Q 

† ∗
RD 

(
2 M p,int 

M int 

)
.

 p,int is the projectile mass that ef fecti vely interacts with the target.
n this case M lr = M t and 

 slr = M int 

( 

1 − Q 

† 

2 Q 

† ∗
RD 

) 

. (9) 

he fragments total mass is M frag = M tot − M lr − M slr . 
(vii) Graze-and-merge regime: If V imp < V hr , where V hr is the

hreshold velocity defining the boundary between the hit-and-run and
raze-and-merge re gimes. F ollowing Kokubo & Genda ( 2010 ), it is
efined as 

V hr 

V esc 
= c 1 ζ

2 (1 − b) 5 / 2 + c 2 ζ
2 + c 3 (1 − b) 5 / 2 + c 4 , (10) 

here ζ = ( M t − M p )/ M tot . All coefficients c i are given in Genda,
okubo & Ida ( 2012 ). V esc is the surface escape velocity of the
ombined mass of the colliding bodies. As in the perfect merge
egime, M lr = M t + M p , M slr = 0. 

(viii) Pure hit-and-run regime: If V imp > V hr . In this case, the
olliding bodies conserve their original masses. 

We can now define the mass of the second largest remnant in
egimes (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v). F or these re gimes, M slr is calculated
s Leinhardt & Stewart ( 2012 ) via the following equation: 

 slr = M tot 

(3 − β) 
(

1 − N lr 
M lr 
M tot 

)
N slr β

, (11) 

here β is the power-law slope of the mass/size distribution of frag-
ents obtained via fits to the results of hydrodynamical simulations.
e assume β = 2.85, as suggested by Leinhardt & Stewart ( 2012 ).
 lr = 1 and N slr = 2 are the integer indexes representing LR e SLR,

espectively. C is a proportionality constant defined in Leinhardt &
tewart ( 2012 ). Once we have calculated M slr , we can also compute

he total mass in fragments as M frag = M tot − M lr − M slr . 
We calculated the mass distribution of fragments following the

rescription (fits) provided in Leinhardt & Stewart ( 2012 ). Due to
omputational limitations, we truncated the minimum fragment mass
o M min , to a v oid an extremely large number fragments in our N -body
imulations. After a series of test simulations, we found that M min =
0 M Ceres provides a good compromise between the typical number
f fragments created and the CPU-time required to complete our
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Table 1. Comparing the outcome of selected collisions in MERCURY-FLINTSTONE , LIPAD , and SYMBA . Each line represents 
one particular collision. From left to right, the columns show target mass, projectile mass, impact velocity normalized 
by the escape velocity, impact parameter, total mass in fragments produced by each code, and collisional regime 
following Leinhardt & Stewart ( 2012 ). The collisional algorithm included in LIPAD is based on the results from Benz & 

Asphaug ( 1999 ) and that from SYMBA is described in Chambers ( 2013 ). SYMBA and LIPAD follow slightly different 
terminologies to refer to some collisional regimes relative to those used in this paper. Note also that for each collision the 
quantities V imp and b are calculated in MERCURY-FLINTSTONE when the bodies collide. These quantities may be slightly 
different from those calculated in LIPAD and SYMBA , because these codes use different numerical integrators and slightly 
different algorithms to find the very instant when the bodies ‘touch’ in a collision. This mostly accounts for the observed 
differences between the codes. The goal of this table is only to demonstrate that the codes agree qualitatively well in 
terms of the total fragmented mass produced in different collisional regimes. 

M t M p V imp b Collisional regime M frag (M ⊕) 

(M ⊕) (M ⊕) ( V α,esc ) 
MERCURY- 

FLINTSTONE LIPAD SYMBA 

3.7328 1.2850 1.1800 0.5787 Partial accretion 0.1218 0.0962 0.1218 
2.3779 1.7084 1.8664 0.819 Pure HnR 0.0 0.2404 0.0 
3.1019 0.5349 2.2078 0.9165 Erosive HnR 0.2169 0.1260 0.1702 
5.7984 3.6118 4.2028 0.9428 Supercatastrophic HnR 2.8996 2.9518 2.2840 
4.1616 2.1033 11.0729 0.4275 Supercatastrophic 6.2075 6.2647 6.2630 
8.4263 4.0463 1.3960 0.7395 Graze-and-merge 0.0 0.4519 0.0 
1.6815 1.0191 5.1664 0.509 Partial erosion 2.0510 1.2879 2.6999 

Total (M ⊕) 
11.4968 11.4189 11.5389 
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imulations. Each simulation performed here requires between 2000 
nd 5000 CPU-hours on a single processor of a Xeon E5-2630 v4
rocessor at 2.2 GHz. 
The number of fragments with mass between M slr and M min is

alculated as 

( M slr , M min ) = 

C 

β2 β

(
M 

− β
3 

min − M 

− β
3 

slr 

)(
4 πρ

3 

) β
3 

, (12) 

here ρ represents the fragments’ bulk density. The mass of the n th
ragment is iteratively calculated via the following equation: 

 n = 

4 πρ

3 

(
3(3 − β) 

4 πρC 

M rem 

)3 / (3 −β) 

, (13) 

here M rem 

is the remaining mass in fragments after each iteration. 
hen M n ≤ M min , the remaining mass in fragments is distributed to

one or more) equal mass fragments with mass set equal to M min . If
t the very last iteration, M rem 

≤ M min , we add the remaining mass to
he previous fragment (iteration n − 1) to ensure mass conservation 
ather than creating a new fragment. Our algorithm yields linear 
omentum conservation in collisions within a margin of ∼5 per cent. 
or collisions where M frag < M min , the collision is transferred to the
erfect merge or graze-and-merge regimes. 
We resolve collisions by placing the LR at collision’s centre of
ass. The SLR and fragments are placed at equidistant positions 

rom each other on a circumference located at the plane of the
mpact and centred at LR. The circumference radius corresponds 
o 1 hill radius of the total mass ( M tot ). We assume that this
ircumference can accommodate up to 500 fragments, in order to 
revent fragments from having ‘o v erlapping’ starting positions. If 
ore than 500 fragments are produced in a single collision we create

nother circumference with radius 10 per cent larger than the original 
ne. We repeat this procedure until we can distribute all fragments 
round the body LR. We calculate the velocities of the LR, SLR, and
ragments following Leinhardt & Stewart ( 2012 ). The collisional 
odel implemented here does not take into account the possible 

re-impact spin rates of colliding bodies. In a first approximation, 
he pre-impact spin may act reducing the disruption criteria (critical 
mpact energy to lead to fragmentation), which may increase the 
ragmented mass. In our simulations, we assume that colliding bodies 
re not spinning. 

We have compared our algorithm to solve collisions with those 
sed in LIPAD (Levison, Duncan & Thommes 2012 ) and a modified
ersion of SYMBA (Duncan, Levison & Lee 1998 ; Poon et al. 2020 ;
cora et al. 2020 ). We present these results in Table 1 . Each line in
able 1 represents one collision event. From left to right, the columns
how the masses of the target and projectile, impact velocity, impact
arameter, total fragmented mass, and collisional regime. Table 1 
hows that, for all collisions, the fragmented mass produced in 
ERCURY-FLINTSTONE agrees within a margin of < 25 per cent (in
ost cases the difference is only a few per cent) with that of one of

he two codes. In our model, the fragment population is distributed
ollowing the mass/size distribution and velocities predicted by the 
esults of hydrodynamical simulations (Leinhardt & Stewart 2012 ). 
oon et al. ( 2020 ) and Scora et al. ( 2020 ) follow Chambers ( 2013 ),
nd assume that the fragment population consist of equal mass/size 
bjects. In LIPAD , fragments are distributed following the algorithms 
escribed in Benz & Asphaug ( 1999 ) and Morbidelli et al. ( 2009 ).
lthough these codes invoke slightly different prescriptions for the 
istribution of fragments, we will discuss later that our results 
upport qualitatively the main conclusions from previous studies 
sing SYMBA and LIPAD , and applied in different contexts. 

 SI MULATI ONS  

e have performed 100 N -body numerical simulations modelling the 
ormation of super-Earths considering the effects of pebble accretion 
nd planet–disc gravitational interactions. Our simulations come 
n two groups. The first group consists of 50 simulations where
e neglect the effects of collisional fragmentation, i.e. collisions 

l w ays result in perfect accretion and linear momentum conservation. 
e refer to this group of simulations as ‘perfect set’. The second

roup consists of 50 simulations where collisions may also result 
n imperfect accretion, as described before. We refer to this group
s ‘imperfect set’. The prescriptions of type-I migration, gas tidal 
MNRAS 509, 2856–2868 (2022) 
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Figure 1. Growth and dynamical evolution of planetary embryos in a simulation where collisions may result in imperfect accretion. The light yellow background 
marks the gas disc phase. Colourful lines illustrate the planets with final orbits inside 0.7 au. The grey lines show the planets or embryos lefto v ers with final orbits 
outside 0.7 au. Black lines denote collided/ejected planets/embryos. The light red lines show fragments produced in collisions. Top left : Temporal evolution of 
semimajor axis. Top right : Evolution of orbital eccentricity. Middle left : Temporal evolution of planetary mass. Middle right : Evolution of orbital inclination. 
Bottom left : Evolution of the total system mass (black line) and total fragment mass (green line). Bottom right : The blue line shows the total number of bodies 
in simulation and red line shows the number of embryos/planets only. These numbers are normalized by the initial number of bodies in the simulation. 
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amping, pebble drift, pebble accretion, and gas disc models invoked
n this paper are detailed described in Lambrechts et al. ( 2019 )
nd Izidoro et al. ( 2021a ). 

Our numerical simulations start from initial conditions equi v alent
o those of Model-I of Izidoro et al. ( 2021a ). We have chosen
his model in light of its success in matching the period ratio
istribution of observations. Protoplanetary embryos are initially
istributed between 0.7 and 20 au with masses randomly selected
etween 0.005 and 0.015 M ⊕. Our simulations start when the gas
isc is 3 Myr old ( t start = 3 Myr). Protoplanetary embryos are
llowed to grow via accretion of drifting pebbles and collisions.
he integrated pebble flux in our simulations – from 3 to 5 Myr –
ields ∼150 M ⊕ in pebbles. The final masses of planets growing
n simulations modelling pebble accretion strongly depend on the
vailable pebble flux (Bitsch et al. 2019 ; Lambrechts et al. 2019 ;
zidoro et al. 2021a ). If the integrated pebble flux is very low (e.g.
40 M ⊕), planetary embryos tend to grow at most to Moon/Mars-
ass planets (Lambrechts et al. 2019 ; Izidoro, Bitsch & Dasgupta

021b ) whereas a very high pebble flux (e.g. ∼300 M ⊕) tend to
roduce gas giant planets (Bitsch et al. 2019 ). The pebble flux chosen
o conduct our simulations is intentionally designed to produce super-
arth mass planets as shown by Izidoro et al. ( 2021a ). The gas disc
NRAS 509, 2856–2868 (2022) 
issipates at 5 Myr and we extend our simulations up to 50 Myr in
 gas-free scenario. We do not model gas accretion on to planetary
mbryos in our simulations. Our super-Earths are assumed to have a
ulk density of 2 g cm 

−3 . This same density is used to compute the
ritical Q 

′∗
RD in our collisional algorithm. 

We do not directly compare the results of our simulations with
bservations in this paper. This analysis is conducted in Izidoro et al.
 2021a ). We sho w, ho we ver, that the results of this paper support the
ain findings and conclusions of Izidoro et al. ( 2021a ). In the next

ection, we show the dynamical evolution of growing planets in two
epresentative simulations of the perfect and imperfect sets. 

.1 Dynamical evolution 

ig. 1 shows the dynamical evolution of growing planets in a
imulation of the imperfect set. This simulation starts with 71
rotoplanetary embryos carrying an initial total mass of 0.6 M ⊕
bottom panel of Fig. 1 ). During the gas disc phase planets grow by
ebble accretion and collisions. As they grow to sufficiently large
asses ( � 0.1 M ⊕) they start to migrate (top-left panel of Fig. 1 ).
ore massive protoplanetary embryos scatter less massive ones on

ccentric and inclined orbits (grey and black curves in the top-

art/stab3203_f1.eps
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Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1 , but for a simulation modelling collisions using the perfect accretion approach. 
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ight and middle-right panels of Fig. 1 ). Collisions during the gas
isc phase also lead to fragmentation (bottom-left panel of Fig. 1 ),
lthough to some limited degree. At the end of the gas disc phase a
hain of planets anchored at the disc inner edge set at 0.1 au forms
top-left panel of Fig. 1 ), with the most massive protoplanets having
asses between 1 and 7 M ⊕ (middle-left panel of Fig. 1 ). At the

nd of the gas disc phase the total mass carried by protoplanets
s about ∼63 M ⊕. After the gas disc dispersal the resonant chain
ecomes dynamically unstable, at 7 Myr. The dynamical instability 
romote collisions and fragmentation. Fragments that survive for 
ore than 1000 yr after their creation are shown via light red lines

n Fig. 1 . The planet represented by the orange line is the outcome
f a partial accretion collision occurred during the instability phase. 
n this particular event 275 fragments were produced. The planet 
epresented by the purple line is also result of a grazing and merge
ollision during the instability phase. The green line shows a planet 
roduced in a partial accretion where 582 fragments were produced. 
he total mass in fragments produced during the instability phase 

s about 0.64 M ⊕. Fragments produced during impacts tend to be
apidly accreted and scattered by protoplanets as shown by the bottom 

anels of Fig. 1 . At the end of the simulation, five planets survive
nside 0.7 au with masses between 4 and 10 M ⊕. 

Fig. 2 shows the dynamical evolution of protoplanets in a simula-
ion of perfect accretion set. This simulation starts from the same 
et of initial conditions (same mass and orbital elements for all 
rotoplanets) and set-up of that of Fig. 1 . Although the o v erall
ynamical evolution of the system in Fig. 1 is similar to that of
 c
ig. 2 , the chaotic nature of planet formation simulations prevent us
rom directly comparing individual systems. In order to effectively 
easure the effects of imperfect accretion on the BTC scenario, 
e need to invoke a statistical analysis. Note also that Figs 1 and
 represent systems where the resonant chains become dynamically 
nstable after the gas disc dispersal (the ‘unstable’ systems of Izidoro
t al. 2021a ). We will discuss the fraction of unstable and stable
ystems in our simulations in Section 4. 

 STATISTICAL  ANALYSI S  

n this section, we compare the dynamical architecture of planetary 
ystems produced in our imperfect and perfect accretion sets of 
imulations using a statistical approach. In order to infer the role of
ragmentation during and after the gas disc dispersal, we divide our
nalysis in two steps. We first compare the imperfect and perfect
et of simulations using the dynamical architecture of planetary 
ystems produced at the end of the gas disc phase (5 Myr). Finally,
e repeat this analysis comparing their dynamical state at the end
f our simulations. We use the period ratio of adjacent planet pairs,
lanets mutual spacing, orbital eccentricity, orbital inclination, mass, 
nd planet multiplicity distributions as metrics to discuss our results. 

.1 Dynamical ar chitectur e at the end of the gas disc phase 

ollowing Izidoro et al. ( 2021a ), we apply cut-offs in our data when
onducting our statistical analysis. As we are particularly interested 
MNRAS 509, 2856–2868 (2022) 
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Figure 3. Dynamical architecture of planetary systems at the end of gas disc phase for planets/embryos that ended within 0.7 au with masses greater than 
1 M ⊕. Blue lines denote imperfect accretion set simulations and grey lines represent the simulations from perfect accretion set. Each panel also shows the 
p -value from K–S tests comparing the respective distributions of the imperfect and perfect sets. Top left : Cumulative distribution for the period ratio between 
adjacent planet pairs. Vertical dotted lines illustrate ratios values for possible first-order mean motion resonances and co-orbital planet pairs. Top right : Spacing 
between planet pairs given in terms of the mutual hill radius. Middle left/right : Cumulative distribution for planets orbital eccentricity/inclination. Bottom left : 
Cumulative distribution for planetary mass. Bottom right : Multiplicity of planets in systems versus the fraction of simulations from imperfect and perfect sets. 
In some systems, the onset of dynamical instability phase takes place just before the end of the gas disc phase, typically during the last few ∼100 Kyr. We have 
verified that these same distributions at 4.75 Myr are only slightly different from those at 5 Myr. More importantly, the K–S tests for all distributions still support 
our conclusions that the distributions of the perfect and imperfect sets are statistically the same. 
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n the formation of hot super-Earths, only planets more massive than

 M ⊕ and inside 0.7 au are accounted for in our analysis. These cut-
ffs are motivated by the high completeness of the Kepler catalogue
or planets larger than the Earth and with orbital period shorter than
00 d (Petigura, Marcy & Howard 2013 ) (for a solar-mass star, a
lanet at 0.7 au has orbital period of about 200 d). All the same, we
av e v erified that our results do not change qualitatively when we
elax these thresholds and include all planets inside 2 au and with
asses larger than 0.5 M ⊕. 
Fig. 3 shows the period ratio of adjacent planet pairs, planets

pacing, orbital eccentricity, orbital inclination, mass, and number
f planets distributions in our simulations at the end of the gas
isc phase (5 Myr). In agreement with previous studies (Izidoro
t al. 2017 ; Ogihara et al. 2018 ; Carrera et al. 2019 ), at the end
f the gas disc phase planets are found in chain of mean motion
NRAS 509, 2856–2868 (2022) 
esonances (top-left panel of Fig. 3 ) and in low-eccentricity and
nclination orbits (middle panels of Fig. 3 ). More than 50 per cent
f the planets formed in these simulations have masses between
 and 6 M ⊕. Both imperfect and perfect sets of simulations show
emarkably similar distributions. We have used K–S tests to compare
he respective distributions of the imperfect and perfect sets of
imulations shown in Fig. 3 . The respective p -values are shown
nside each panel. By assuming that a p -value larger than 10 per cent
mplies that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that both set are
rawn from the same distribution, we conclude that the imperfect
nd perfect set of simulations lead to statistically indistinguishable
esults. 

In the next section, we show the impact velocity and geometry of
ollisions in our simulations and quantify the fraction of collisions
alling in each collisional regime. 

art/stab3203_f3.eps
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Figure 4. Left-hand panel : Impact geometry and velocity in collisions taking place during the gas disc phase in the imperfect set of simulations. Colour-coded 
symbols represent different collisional regimes. Each symbol shape denotes a mass ratio interval for the collision. The impact velocity is normalized by the 
surface escape velocity of the interacting total mass. Top-right panel shows the frequency (bars plot) and mean fragmentation efficiency (squares plot) of each 
regime. Bottom-right panel shows the impact velocities sa a function of time. 
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.2 Collisions during the gas disc phase 

ig. 4 shows all collisions that occurred during the gas disc phase
n the imperfect set of simulations. Colour-coding is used to show 

heir respective regime as described in Section 2. The left-hand panel 
hows the impact geometry of all collisions. The top-right panel of
ig. 4 shows the frequency and fragmentation efficiency of each 
egime. Perfect merge and graze-and-merge regimes correspond to 
bout 44.5 per cent of all collisions taking place during the gas disc
hase. About 40 per cent of the collisions fall into the partial accretion
egime. About 16 per cent of the cases are erosive, pure, and super-
atastrophic hit-and-run impacts. Although the fraction of collisions 
n the partial-accretion regime is considerably high the top-right panel 
f Fig. 4 shows that, on average, the total mass in fragments produced
n these collisions corresponds to a few per cent of the total colliding

ass. This is also true for collisions in the supercatastrophic and 
rosive hit-and-run. One of the most energetic collisions observed 
n our simulations occurred between two Mercury-mass fragments 
by-products of an anterior collision) that collided at velocities of 
17 V α,esc . In this particular case, a supercatastrophic collision 

ccurred with more than 90 per cent of the colliding mass being
ragmented. Note, ho we ver, that supercatastrophic and partial erosion 
ollisions are extremely rare. 

We have found that only 5 per cent of all collisions takes place
t impact velocities higher than 2 V α,esc . This is not a surprising
esult given that the gas helps to damp the orbital eccentricities and
nclination of planetary embryos during the gas disc phase. In fact, 
he bottom-right panel of Fig. 4 shows that collisions taking place 
arly in the disc phase tend to show lower impact velocities than
hose happening later. The reason for this is twofold. The impact 
elocity scales with the surface escape speed of the colliding bodies 
nd their respective random velocities (their velocities before they 
ecome bounded). During the early stages of the disc, planetary 
mbryos are less massive so their escape velocities are lower. During
he early stages, the gas disc is also more dense, and damping of
rbital inclination and eccentricity is more efficient. As the disc 
issipates and bodies become more massive their impact velocities 
end to increase, yet not up to the point where the effects of imperfect
ccretion becomes sufficiently important. 

We have found that most fragments created during the gas disc
hase have masses smaller than Moon mass. Fragments more massive 
han the Moon are only produced when the gas disc is almost fully
issipated and, consequently, the y hav e virtually no time to accrete
ebbles and grow via pebble accretion. In our model, we neglect
ebble accretion on to fragments with masses lower than Moon 
ass (e.g. Johansen & Lambrechts 2017 ). We hav e v erified that
70 per cent of the fragments created during the gas disc phase are

uickly reacreted by larger protoplanetary embryos in time-scales 
f ≤50 kyr, so even if accounted for, they would have not time
o grow significantly via pebble accretion. Fragments that survive 
onger time-scales have typically eccentric/inclined orbits so pebble 
ccretion on these fragments would be also negligible (e.g. Levison, 
retke & Duncan 2015 ; Johansen & Lambrechts 2017 ). As fragments 
roduced during the early disc phase are generally too small to accrete
ebbles (or dynamically too hot) and fragments produced during the 
ate disc phase do not have enough time to accrete significant mass
n pebbles before the gas dissipates, fragments do not significantly 
ncrease the final mass of the planetary system compared to the
erfect case (e.g. bottom-left panels of Figs 1 and 2 ). If pebble
ccretion on fragments was efficient, one could expect to have either
 larger number of (potentially Earth-mass) planets in the system or
ore massive planets in the imperfect accretion case compared to 

he perfect case, which is clearly also not the case in Fig. 3 . We can
onclude that during the gas disc phase imperfect accretion have a
egligible effect on the final dynamical architecture of super-Earth 
MNRAS 509, 2856–2868 (2022) 
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Figure 5. Final architecture of unstable (dashed lines) and stable (solid lines) planetary systems at 50 Myr. Panels show the p -value from K–S tests comparing 
the distributions from unstable systems of imperfect and perfect sets. Only planets/embryos with semimajor axis smaller than 0.7 au and masses greater than 
1 M ⊕ are taken into account. Blue colours and grey-scale colours illustrate the simulations from imperfect and perfect accretion sets, respectiv ely. P anels are 
the same as those in Fig. 3 . 
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ystems forming via pebble accretion and migration due to the limited
ffect of fragmentation. 

.3 Final dynamical ar chitectur e 

n this section, we compare the dynamical architecture of planetary
ystem in the perfect and imperfect sets of simulations at the end of
ur simulations, namely at 50 Myr. We have found that ∼10 per cent
f the resonant chains produced in the imperfect set remained dy-
amically stable until the end of our simulations, at 50 Myr. 4 per cent
f the resonant chains of the perfect set remained stable. Due to the
mall number of ‘stable’ systems, we cannot firmly conclude that
he difference in the fraction of ‘stable’ systems between the two
ets is statically significant. A larger set of simulations would be
esirable to provide a statically more robust conclusion. Ho we ver,
he low fraction of stable systems in these simulations is qualitatively
onsistent with the results of Izidoro et al. ( 2021a ). 

Following Izidoro et al. ( 2017 , 2021a ), we divided our planetary
ystems in two categories, the unstable and stable systems. Fig. 5
hows the orbital architecture of unstable and stable planetary
ystems of the perfect and imperfect sets of simulations after 50 Myr
f integration. As for Fig. 3 , Fig. 5 shows the period ratio, planet
utual spacing, orbital eccentricity, orbital inclination, mass, and
NRAS 509, 2856–2868 (2022) 
umber of planets distributions. Fig. 5 shows that – similar to what
e have found at the end of the gas disc phase – the o v erall dynamical

rchitecture of planetary systems in the perfect and imperfect sets
f simulations are remarkably similar. As expected, planets in stable
ystems tend to have compact and resonant orbits whereas unstable
ystem have more spread and dynamically excited orbits. Fig. 5 also
hows in each panel the p -values calculated from K–S tests when we
ompare the respective distributions of our imperfect and perfect set
f simulations. We do not apply K–S tests to compare stable systems
ue to the limited number of stable system in the sample. As one can
ee in all panels of Fig. 5 , the distributions of stable systems in the
erfect and imperfect sets do show some differences, but these are
ostly due to small number statistics. The p -values calculated from

ur K–S tests confirm that the distributions of unstable systems at
he end of simulations are statistically the same in the perfect and
mperfect sets. 

.4 Collisions after the gas disc phase 

ig. 6 shows all collisions that occurred after the gas disc phase in the
mperfect set of simulations. As in Fig. 4 , colour-coding is used to
epresent different regimes. The left-hand panel shows the geometry
f collisions. The top-right panel of Fig. 6 shows the frequency and

art/stab3203_f5.eps
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 4 , but for collisions taking place after the gas disc dispersal, from 5 to 50 Myr. 
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Figure 7. Cumulative distribution of the last collision event taking place after 
the gas disc phase. We define a giant collision as those involving planetary 
objects with masses larger than 1 M ⊕ and orbiting within 0.7 au from the 
star (we have verified that this figure does not change qualitatively when we 
include all planets with masses ≥0.5 M ⊕ and within 2 au). Blue dashed line 
shows imperfect accretion set simulations, while grey dashed line shows the 
perfect accretion set simulations. 
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ean fragmentation efficiency of each regime. If we compare the 
esults of Figs 4 and 6 it is evident that collisions after the gas
isc dispersal tend to happen at higher impact velocities, which is
xpected due to the lack gas tidal damping. About 44 per cent of
ll collisions fall in the perfect merge and graze-and-merge regimes, 
ompared to 43 per cent of the collisions in the gas disc phase. 28 and
7 per cent of the collisions correspond to the partial accretion and
ure hit-and-run re gimes, respectiv ely. 10 per cent of the collisions
all into the supercatastrophic and erosive hit-and-run re gimes. P artial 
rosion corresponds to only 0.5 per cent of the all collisions taking
lace after gas dispersal. Except for the collisions in the partial 
rosion regimes, the fraction of the colliding mass fragmented in non- 
ccretionary events tends to be lower than ∼10 per cent. Collisions
n the partial erosion regime fragmented on average 40 per cent of
he colliding mass. The right-bottom panel of Fig. 6 shows that most
ollisions taking place after the gas disc dispersal happen shortly 
fter the gas is gone (first 5 Myr). This is consistent with the results
f Izidoro et al. ( 2017 , 2021a ). Finally, Fig. 7 shows that imperfect
ccretion has no dramatic impact on the timing of the last giant
mpact on super-Earths [see Kokubo & Genda ( 2010 ) for a similar
onclusion in the context of the Solar system]. 

Our results show that the BTC scenario typically leads to collisions
hat result in limited fragmentation. The total mass in fragments 
roduced in typical collisions corresponds to less than 10 per cent of
he total mass of the colliding planets. The fragmented mass tends 
o be rapidly accreted by the more massive remnants of the collision
nd pro v es to be inefficient in promoting residual planetesimal- 
riven migration or efficient damping of orbital inclination and 
ccentricities of close-in [see Deienno et al. ( 2019 ) for a similar
onclusion in the Solar system context]. 

 DISCUSSION  

e have showed that from a statistical point of view the effects
f collisional fragmentation have negligible impact on the final 
ynamical architecture of hot super-Earth systems produced in 
he BTC scenario. We can now discuss other possible effects of
ollisional fragmentation. 

.1 Dust production during the instability phase 

he presence of dust discs around stars is typically inferred via
easurements of infrared excess due to thermal emission of cir- 

umstellar dust. Observations suggest that stars older than ∼10 Myr 
ypically do not host hot dust discs (Haisch, Lada & Lada 2001 ;

yatt 2008 ). Although some stars older than ∼10 Myr do show
MNRAS 509, 2856–2868 (2022) 
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Figure 8. Top : Total mass in fragments normalized by the mass of the 
colliding bodies ( M frag ) as a function of the location of the impact. Each data 
point represents individual collisions taking place after gas disc dissipation. 
Bottom : Remaining mass in erosive collisions as a function of the impact 
location. Each data point represents one specific eroded planet. In both panels, 
different symbols are used to represent a given mass ratio interval (top), while 
the colours represent a specific collisional regime. Collisions highlighted in 
red are those where the surviving bodies have masses larger than 1 M ⊕. 
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ust discs, their discs tend to be significantly less massive than
iscs of much younger stars. This strongly suggests that most stars
oose their discs in about 10 Myr. Dust around old discs could be
emnants of conventional protoplanetary discs or the result of dust
roduced via collisions of planets/planetesimals after the dissipation
f protoplanetary discs (Wyatt 2008 ). In this section, we discuss the
iming and amount of dust produced in our simulations and discuss
ur results in the context of disc observations. 
Fig. 5 shows that in our model resonant chains tend to become

ynamically unstable soon after gas disc dissipation, which lead to
rbital crossing and collisions. The instability phase is typically short
ecause of short dynamical time-scales close to the star. Fig. 7 shows
hat 60 per cent of our systems have their last giant collision within
 Myr after gas disc dissipation, and 90 per cent of the systems have
he last giant collision within 20 Myr. In our simulations, we do not
irectly model the fate of dust produced in collisions because we
runcate the distribution of fragments to a minimal size of 10 Ceres

ass. Ho we ver, we can still estimate the amount of dust that would
e produced in our collisions. 
Following Leinhardt & Stewart ( 2012 ), an erosive collision be-

ween two hot super-Earths produces a population of fragments
ith differential size distribution given by n ( D )d D ∝ D 

−( β+ 1) d D ,
here β = 2.85. If we assume that fragments with sizes smaller

han 1 m will be converted to dust via collisional cascade, we find
hat ∼25 per cent of the fragmented mass in our collisions will be
onverted into dust, where the total mass in fragments typically
orresponds to ∼5 per cent of the colliding mass ( M t + M p ). If two
ypical super-Earths of 5 M ⊕ collide in a typical event, the total mass
roduced in dust grains smaller than < 1 m will be about 0.125 M ⊕.
arm dust has been observed at distances from the star � 1 au (e.g.
ennedy & Wyatt 2012 ; Thompson et al. 2019 ). Estimates of the
ust mass in disc older than 10 Myr yields dust reservoirs of ∼0.01–
.1 M ⊕ (Wyatt 2008 ). If for simplicity we neglect dust reaccretion
n to the planets, and assume that typical resonant chains exhibit at
east a few erosive impacts one can speculate that the BTC scenario
ould produce an amount of dust that is at least marginally consistent
ith that observed around stars older than 10 Myr. Dust particles
f 1 cm and density of 2 g cm 

−3 at 0.2 au would have a typical
ifetime of only 600 kyr, whereas particles at 0.7 au would have a
ypical lifetime of about 6 Myr (Wyatt & Whipple 1950 ). The short
uration of the instability phase in our simulations together with the
xpected short lifetime of dust grains in the innermost regions of the
isc are also qualitatively aligned with disc observations. Warm dust
bserved inside 1 au around stars older than ∼100–10 000 Myr (e.g.
hompson et al. 2019 ) may be (i) the result of late impacts between

nner planets subsequent to the BTC; (ii) the result of long-term
table systems becoming eventually unstable; or (iii) collisions of
nner planets with lefto v er outer planetesimals/protoplanets scattered
nwards (e.g. Wyatt 2008 ). 

.2 Mantle-erosi v e collisions and high bulk density exoplanets 

ot super-Earths are thought to be fully differentiated bodies
omposed of an iron core, rock y/ic y mantle, and a potential thin
aseous envelope. The bulk density of an observed planet may be
stimated by combining dif ferent observ ation techniques such as
ransit, radial velocity, transit timing variations, etc. (e.g. Weiss &

arcy 2014 ; Hadden & Lithwick 2017 ). The bulk density of the
arge majority hot super-Earths remains poorly constrained, but
ecent studies have suggested that up to ∼20 per cent of the observed
nnermost hot super-Earths may have bulk densities higher than that
f Earth and consistent with that of Mercury (Adibekyan et al. 2021 ;
NRAS 509, 2856–2868 (2022) 
chulze et al. 2021 ). Mercury’s mean density is 5.43 g cm 

−3 and
t has been proposed to be the outcome of an energetic mantle-
tripping collision of two Mars-mass protoplanets (Asphaug &
eufer 2014 ) during the formation of the terrestrial planets in the
olar system. Mantle-stripping collisions may remo v e significant
art of the planets’ mantle potentially leaving behind a high-density
ron-rich core (CMF; Marcus et al. 2009 ; Asphaug & Reufer 2014 ).
n this section, we investigate how common are mantle-stripping
ollisions in our simulations. 

We first investigate how the occurrence of imperfect accretion
vents correlates with the heliocentric distance. The top panel of
ig. 8 shows that the most erosive collisions tend to occur in the

nnermost regions of the system. Erosive impacts take place inside
.2 au fragment up to 60–70 per cent of the total colliding mass.
ollisions taking place in the innermost regions of the disc tend to
e more energetic because of higher orbital velocities in the inner
egions of the disc and higher probability of collision with bodies at
igh-eccentricity orbits. The bottom panel of Fig. 8 shows the mass
atio of planetary bodies experiencing erosive collisions (collisions
n the partial accretion regime are not shown) just after and before
ollision. We do not model the interior structure of planets in this
ork. Super-Earths are expected to have iron mass fractions varying
etween ∼10 and 40 per cent and super-Mercuries varying between
50 and ∼80 per cent (Adibekyan et al. 2021 ). We are particularly

nterested in collisions where from ∼20 to ∼80 per cent of the
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utative body mass is eroded during the impact and the remaining 
ody has mass larger than 1 M ⊕. These collisions are the most likely
o produce hot super-Earths with high CMF, i.e. super-Mercuries, if 
 sufficiently large fraction of the mantle is eroded. 

We found seven collisions satisfying these criteria, six falling in the 
rosive hit-and-run regime and one case in the partial erosion regime. 
e have found that these highly erosive events are noticeably rare 

nd correspond to only 5 per cent of the impacts of bodies more
assive than 1 M ⊕. In reality, we have also found that all planetary

bjects produced in these impacts were subsequently recreated by 
ther more massive planets during the system evolution. Thus, it 
eems unlikely that the BTC scenario can account for the apparent 
b undance of super -Earths with high CMF (high densities), the so-
alled super-Mercuries (e.g. Adibekyan et al. 2021 ). The iron fraction 
f some observed inner planets may be higher than the standard 
icture because inward drifting iron-rich pebbles e v aporate and then 
econdense, increasing the iron fraction of the pebbles close to the 
ron e v aporation front (e.g. Aguichine et al. 2020 ). This interpretation
eems to be aligned with the results of interior models (Dorn et al.
019 ) suggesting that in order to account for the composition of
 specific set of super-Earths these planets have to form at special
ocations, where certain elements are less/more abundant in order to 
xplain the planets’ peculiar compositions. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this paper, we have used N -body numerical simulations including 
he effects of planet–disc interaction and pebble accretion to revisit 
he BTC scenario for the formation of super-Earths (Izidoro et al. 
017 , 2021a ; Carrera et al. 2019 ; Lambrechts et al. 2019 ). Previous
imulations of the BTC scenario have modelled collisions as per- 
ect merging events. Here, we compare the results of simulations 
ollowing this traditional approach with the results of simula- 
ions where a more realistic treatment of collisions is considered. 

e have developed a modified version of the code MERCURY- 
LINTSTONE (Chambers 1999 ; Izidoro et al. 2021a ) implementing the 
lgorithm of Leinhardt & Stewart ( 2012 ) to resolve collisions, which
s calibrated from a suite of impact hydrodynamical simulations. 

e have performed two sets of 50 simulations starting from the 
ery same initial conditions, with the only difference being the 
cheme adopted to resolve collisions. In one case, collisions are 
odelled as perfect merging events conserving mass and linear 
omentum (‘perfect’ set). In the other case, collisions are modelled 

llowing imperfect accretion (‘imperfect’ set). In our simulations, 
rotoplanetary embryos grow from roughly Moon mass to larger 
asses by accreting pebbles and collisional fragments in the disc. 
s planets grow, they migrate inwards reaching the disc inner 

dge and forming long chains of mean motion resonances. The 
as disc is assumed to dissipate at 5 Myr and our simulations are
xtended in a gas-free scenario up to 50 Myr. After the gas disc
ispersal, a large fraction of our compact resonant chains becomes 
ynamically unstable. We refer to this as the BTC scenario. We have
ompared the dynamical architecture of planetary systems produced 
n our two set of simulations at two different epochs, namely at the
ime of the gas disc dispersal and at the end of our simulations.

e compared the period ratio, mutual spacing, orbital eccentricity, 
rbital inclinations, mass, and planet multiplicity distributions of 
he perfect and imperfect sets of simulations and found that both 
pproaches lead to statistically equi v alent results. This is true when
e compare our systems both at the end of the gas disc phase and at
0 Myr, i.e. after the instability phase. Although imperfect accretion 
v ents are v ery common, accounting for more than 50 per cent
f the collisions, we found that these collisions typically lead to
imited fragmentation. Only ∼10 per cent of the system mass is
ragmented during a typical ‘late instability phase’. In addition, most 
ragments are rapidly reaccreted rather than ejected from the system. 
lthough applied in a different scenario, our results are qualitatively 

ligned to the results of previous studies modelling the formation of
errestrial planets (Kokubo & Genda 2010 ; Chambers 2013 ; Walsh &
evison 2016 ; Clement et al. 2019 ; Deienno et al. 2019 ; Walsh &
evison 2019 ) and super-Earths, including the effects of imperfect 
ccretion (Poon et al. 2020 ; Scora et al. 2020 ). Imperfect accretion
as negligible effect on the formation and dynamical configuration of 
ot super-Earth systems. Future studies of the BTC scenario should 
ow focus on the role of giant impacts on sculpting the atmospheric
nvelopes of hot super-Earths. 
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